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Thank you for downloading this eBook. This manual is FREE and is available at
www.howtolearnmagick.com! If you are interested in magick and learning how to gain psychic and
magical powers I suggest you download the #1 book on magical training which you can get by clicking
this link!
Within this manual you will discover more modern methods of wisdom attained through magick. You
are not going to be told to follow a certain system or path of magic or to worship any Gods or deities.
The training I provide at www.howtolearnmagick.com is based on the theory of Chaos Magick. I have
been training for over 25+ years in the magical arts and I aspire to bring you the foundation and keys
necessary to unlock very magical ability and psychic wisdom in your daily life. Many people believe that
a simple magic spell is all they need to unlock power.
Unfortunately 99% of those people will never achieve any results with their magical intent. However
there are 1% of magicians, wizards and witches who do actively engage and harness the powers of the
Universe to attain their personal desires and wishes. I am one of these people.
I go by the name Dreaming Wizard. I am an anonymous magician and felt compelled to expose what
works and how to actually attain the status of a wizard or witch. Now I am not talking about Harry
Potter or any fictional witchcraft. I am talking about the real deal. I will show you how to harness the
powers of your thought, willpower and imagination to literally get whatever you want from your life. I
have used magic for over 25+ years. I am a Master of only myself. However I know I have many things
I can teach you. That is why I created the website www.howtolearnmagick.com
If you have not already, join my free 7-day magic training system and download my guide How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed by visiting this page
This free magic pdf is going to share with you my thoughts and different essays that expose magic,
problems with magic, and other related topics. If you want further training download How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed at this link. If you would like further training you can also sign up for
my free 7-day magical empowerment training program available at that page. Sit back and relax as I
expose some information you will need to know if you ever wish to truly achieve magical power and
psychic ability within the following report below.
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In the last lesson, we discussed the importance and value of developing your willpower to achieve
greater results with your magic spells and magical rituals. This is the second part of a three-part series
on the 3 key elements that are required to achieve results with magic. You can read the first report by
clicking here.
We will carry forward on our journey to discovering and awakening real magic powers by engaging the
topic of creative visualization and the powers associated with the imagination. Imagination is the
second key to unlocking very real magic powers and utilizing psychic ability. The world of the mystics
and ascended masters began with embracing the 3 elements for magical empowerment.
Now we will move forward and talk about the imagination and how it can be used creatively and
constructively to help turn your mental based desires and wishes into concrete reality. You can do this
as everything is mind including this "physical" reality we exist in. All is Mind. When you can alter your
mind and empower it with specific techniques you can utilize universal forces to change and alter the
webs of reality to fulfill your desires. We will go further into how to engage your imagination and use it
to it's fullest and most powerful effects below.
You want to have a creative imagination that you can use to control and manipulate how you perceive
the world and more importantly for changing reality in an empowered mental state while performing a
magic spell or ritual. Imagination is absolutely fundamental for magical success and we actually use
our imagination every single day in almost everything we do in daily life.
We imagine for example that the paper currency we carry in our wallets is worth goods and services. If
we as a global society decided not to believe in the currency it would no longer hold value or be
accepted as a reality. We have been engrained to use our imaginations to conduct social behavior and
interactions. We also use our imagination to hold ourselves back by imagining fears and terrors that will
happen in the future or create anxiety in our minds with imagination. However, you can use imagination
to your advantage. When in a deep meditative state, for example, you can use creative visualization
techniques to do things like astral projection among other things. Having a strong imagination can help
you to create a blueprint for your magical act to follow to be realized in reality.
Using creative imagination can also unlock information, wisdom, and access to higher planes of reality.
Many people can harness their creative imagination to unlock very real inner genius. The power of your
imagination can give you untold ability and power over your magical spells and rituals and help them to
manifest into reality when combined with an empowered mental state and an incredibly strong
willpower.
One technique that works with imagination is to see your desired magical result as already having
being achieved in your life. You will have to use imagination to see the process visually in the theatre of
your mind. Secondly, you will have to imagine that your spell has worked and has already transmuted
your desired effect into reality. Using imagination is key to magical success. The imagination is a
doorway that can unlock many different parts of the conscious mind. However, you should be careful
with it as it can also lead to magical insanity if not properly used. When you begin to develop your
imagination be sure to control it and do not allow it to control you. The imagination is a very terrible
leader and you do not want to be its slave. But if you use it to its maximum benefits it can be an
incredibly powerful and useful agent that can help you to alter the fabric of reality.
Imagination is a corner to magical usage and when you develop it and strengthen it you can do
innumerable things with it. Without imagination, your magical spells and rituals will not have too much
power and will be more than likely useless. Remember that this is the second key to magical mastery
and there is also a third ingredient to achieving magical power which you will read about in the next
lesson.
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